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Le Bonsir winning the 2013 LISTED Chandler Macleod Stakes

From the Stable
It would be remiss of me not to commence our June
Newsletter with the acknowledgement of our mighty
warrior LE BONSIR who was retired from the
track after his latest failure at Moonee Valley
Saturday June 3. “Bonny” as he was affectionately
known, was a Mick Price stable favourite for many
years and the stable watched and admired him as he
worked through the classes to end up competing and
placing at the ultimate level. Ingloriously defeated
by a short half head at his very first start at
Wangaratta when odds on, and declared as
unbeatable on the then TVN (by yours truly), it
would have taken the most ardent of supporter to
then predict what was to lay ahead for many years.
Spelled after that defeat, LE BONSIR won 3 of his
next 4 starts and the climb through the classes was
underway! LE BONSIR’S first City win however,
didn’t come until his 13th start, winning at what
proved to be his favourite track at Moonee Valley
on the 29th December 2012 defeating another track
specialist in It Is Written in a driving finish. Spelled
in March of 2013 with another Metropolitan win in
Adelaide behind him, LE BONSIR won first up at
Moonee Valley on the 24th August 2013 and again
at his next start at the same track winning the
LISTED Chandler Macleod Stakes (the first of two
LISTED wins) in effortless fashion. At his next run,
again at Moonee Valley two weeks later LE
BONSIR ran the race of his life and gave his
owners a very proud moment finishing third in the
2013 GROUP 1 Moir Stakes behind stablemate
Samaready and Champion galloper Buffering.

stable, as he ran no fewer than 4 Black type
seconds. Three were at LISTED level including
The Abell Stakes, The Straight Six and The All
Victorian Sprint Final and one was at GROUP 3
level being the GROUP 3 Sir John Monash
Stakes where LE BONSIR finished a game
second to the flying Lord Of The Sky at Caulfield
on the 5th July 2014. LE BONSIR was
particularly brave in all of those runs and never
flinched an inch in The Straight Six AND All
Victorian Sprint Final in particular, where he was
defeated narrowly conceding weight in both of
those races to the eventual winners.
2015 and another LISTED second, with LE
BONSIR doing what he did the previous year and
again running second in The Straight Six this time
to Lumosty, but back to his favourite track at
Moonee Valley he won what he so richly
deserved in his second LISTED race, this time
the LISTED Norman Carlyon Stakes carrying
57kg with Damien Oliver on board in an
outstanding display of horsemanship and the very
first time that he was tried at 1000 metres,
prompting trainer Mick Price to quote that
“Maybe I am just starting to work him out after
36 runs!” - such was LE BONSIR’S versatility.
That was LE BONSIR’S final victory and sadly
his form slowly started to taper off after that.

Retiring a sound 9YO, LE BONSIR eventually
lost his zest for racing and will now enjoy a
lovely life in the dressage/equestrian field where
he will be well and truly spoilt for the rest of his
2014 proved to be a frustrating year, but a year that life. LE BONSIR, whilst not a Champion, WAS
will be remembered as LE BONSIR’S finest which a Champion to a great group of owners who loved
well and truly earned him his “Warrior” status at the him dearly and it was very sad when the curtain
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Onpicalo scoring in a driving finish at Caulfield May 13 2017
finally came down on his racing career on
Saturday June 3 2017.
For the record LE BONSIR had 49 starts for 9
wins, 10 seconds and 6 thirds and $594,430 in
stakes. He won 5 Metropolitan races (2 of which
were LISTED) AND ran 4 LISTED seconds, a
GROUP 3 second and a GROUP 1 third! We pay
homage to our Champ, thank him for the very fond
memories that we all shared together as a
Syndicate and wish him the very best in
retirement! Well done “Bonny” you made a lot of
people very happy and very proud!
Another “Warrior” continuing on doing what he
does best and also making a lot of people very
happy is ONPICALO. This evergreen 7YO
saluted again at Caulfield on Saturday May 13 for
what was his 8th Metropolitan win. Year in year
out, this guy continues to produce a win at
Metropolitan level and is just a fantastic horse to
race. His effort last start at Moonee Valley on
Saturday 17th June was excellent as he did not
have the speed to cross and lead when those inside
him kicked up and he was forced to race wide.
From that point his rider made a surge at the 600
metre mark to go to the lead and turned in front
getting his chance to win, however the effort,
weight and firming track all told but weakened
only in the final 100 metres to go down a halflength running 4th. Brave effort it was and he
looks set to get back to his favourite track this
coming Saturday in an 1800 metre Hcp and is
certainly to be followed. Onpicalo has currently
had 41 starts for 9 wins,3 seconds and 8 thirds for
$459,575.00 in stakes - an impressive record
indeed!
Other horses who are currently in work and racing
include VIBRANCE (23 starts for 3 wins, 5
seconds and 1 third - $58,963.00 in Stakes) who
has been a most consistent mare in previous preps.
This Daughter of Stratum for whatever reason, just

hasn’t come up this prep and has been transferred
over to Hall Of Fame trainer Leon Macdonald
where she will appreciate the drop in Class as will
BALLISTIC MISSILE who will also appreciate
the drop in Class and new environment. This guy
has been an immature individual and it is felt that
with his low rating it will suit Adelaide and Leon
will have the ability to take him through his
classes and be able to place him to advantage over
there as against here in VIC where ratings are so
critical to be able to place your horse to advantage
such is the competition in what is clearly
Australia’s most competitive racing environment!
A couple of our staying type horses who have just
commenced their most recent preps include
SLEEPY CAT and SMARTSON. Both horses
ran well first up and are heading toward 2400
metre type races so they will need a couple of
runs to get out to their optimum trips, however
both horses have come up well, are sound and it is
only distance that is required before they start
taking shape and both being competitive. Our
homebred mare FUTURE IN DOUBT did the
right thing by connections in April duly saluting
at Cranbourne after an exasperating run of
placings and after a small setback is now back at
Caulfield and ready to go. Loves wet tracks as she
showed at Cranbourne winning her Maiden in
very heavy conditions and this Daughter of Not A
Single Doubt is ready to race in the next week so
watch out for her. She is consistent and tries very
hard and we will be looking for a suitable race
where she can add to her stakes already won of
$30,400.00!
Our gorgeous Exceed And Excel filly
EXFLYTATIONS has just arrived into Caulfield
fresh from a lovely spell and 6 weeks with John
Ledger in pre-training. This filly broke her
Maiden status at Ballarat in March in determined
fashion and followed that run up with a creditable
4th at Sandown when on the way down. Spelled
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after that run EXFLYTATIONS has really
blossomed and looks a much stronger filly. She
appears a dead set 2000 metre filly where she will
be tried at this distance this time around and is
expected to excel. Lovely strong, sound filly is
EXFLYTATIONS and whilst about 6 weeks off
racing is a horse to definitely follow particularly
when she gets out in trip!
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Other horses currently in pre-training or shortly to
resume pre-training include OUR BLANC
CANVAS and SEBEAT. OUR BLANC
CANVAS has been a filly where time has been her
friend and this time given to her has seen her
mature into a typically lovely NZ type stayer. Just
fell away at the end of last prep with Mick after 2
trials, however being a stronger filly this time
around her time is coming and barring accidents
she should be at the races this prep whilst our
Sebring gelding SEBEAT resumes pre-training
this week after a lovely spell where he also
thrived. Disappointed somewhat at his first run at
Pakenham when the occasion seemed to get the
better of him and he does look a horse destined for
a trip. It will be interesting to see how he has
matured when he gets down to Caulfield in the
next 6-8 weeks as physically he looks outstanding!
Horses currently enjoying their well-earned breaks
at the moment include NORTHERN CHARM,
MISS DAMITA, MISS CHIERRO, LIBERTY
MADE and our FIGHTING SUN/READY
MADE
FAMILY
COLT. NORTHERN
CHARM ticked plenty of boxes last prep winning
3 of 6 starts and took her overall prize money to
now $55,060.00. Currently enjoying a nice break
at Cloverdale this mare enjoys the drier tracks and
will come back a much stronger and more mature
mare. Sparingly raced due to immaturity/injury
issues and having had only 9 starts the feeling is
that the best still lays ahead for this Daughter of
Northern Meteor and is a most progressive type

showing good and consistent ability. MISS
DAMITA, a lovely Daughter of Ocean Park had
her first real prep since coming over from New
Zealand and impressed everyone with her type as a
horse and her wonderful nature. The best was not
seen of her at her only trial at Caulfield as she was
on the way down but looks a really nice staying
type of the future-keep in her in mind when she
gets produced at the races later in the year! The
same can be said also with MISS CHIERRO, a
Daughter of Pierro whose progeny all seem to
need time. The same applies to this girl who has
just blossomed since we purchased her and looks a
completely different horse. Whilst her constant
growing has caused Mick an issue in his ability to
get work into her once she completes maturing
MISS CHIERRO has shown plenty to suggest
that time and a bit of patience is all that is required
to also see her greet the winners circle in the
future!
Our 2017 purchases of this year have all broken in
or breaking into nice reports. Our WRITTEN
TYCOON/OUR HOLLYWOOD MISS COLT
is soon to resume pre-training after pleasing at the
initial stage. Has spelled super at Adrian Park and
according to John Ledger is bouncing around and
ready for action. It is very early days for our
WRITTEN TYCOON/TENNESSEE ROYAL
FILLY who is currently half way through the
breaking in stage. Not much to report with her as
yet although everything is going to plan with no
issues to report to this stage. Both of these horses
will have names around the end of August after I
personally speak with the Registrar Of Racehorses
as is the normal process for our horses and will
advise those in due course. Our NZ
TAVISTOCK/SATIN SLIPPER FILLY and our
TAVISTOCK/ODE FILLY (which can’t be
named until they arrive over to the mainland) both
broke in very well with Jim Cherry at Matamata
and are currently spelling at Kilmore Farm

Future In Doubt’s winning owners celebrate at Cranbourne 28th April 2017

Matamata. Both are lovely staying fillies in the making and they will be doing all of her pretraining and spelling over in NZ and will have typical nice slow NZ type preps ensuring that they
are totally relaxed (which is all important for stayers) before they arrive over at boot camp at
Caulfield with Mick early next year!
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Our 2017 Win A Share Promotion Tavistock/Satin Slipper Filly

Broodmares and Bits and Pieces
LOVEYAMADLY’S first foal, a Colt by Medaglia D’Oro sold for $200,000 at this year’s Sydney
Easter Sale which was a nice return for her Syndicate and a tidy profit off a $44,000 service. She is
currently in foal to boom stallion SNITZEL (with a SNITZEL filly on the ground to be retained and
raced by the Syndicate in 2018) and will be heading to NOT A SINGLE DOUBT this year.
ROCOCCO’S second foal by WRITTEN TYCOON is heading to the 2018 sales and she will be served
this year by Sun Stallion - FIGHTING SUN, whilst our GROUP producing mare ROYAL CHARADES
(who has only had one foal to race-the three time GROUP 3 placed Royal Snitzel) has safely been
transferred up to Sledmere Stud. She, (like LOVEYAMADLY) will also be served by NOT A SINGLE
DOUBT giving her the chance once again to succeed with that proven Danehill/Royal Academy cross
that we have had so much success with in the past and has a NOT A SINGLE DOUBT filly on the
ground which will also be retained and raced by her Syndicate in 2018!
Congratulations goes to Shaun Eldridge on winning our 2017 WIN A SHARE PROMOTION. Shaun
has won a 5% share in our outstanding TAVISTOCK/SATIN SLIPPER FILLY and we wish Shaun
every success and hopefully a future winner will be coming his way!
For those who have not yet checked out our new website please do. It has only been released a few weeks
ago and is I think a major improvement on the previous model so any constructive commentary on the
new site (be it good or bad) would be greatly appreciated!
Being in the middle of Winter I feel it appropriate to also acknowledge the fine work of Rohan Goodwin
from Thorough Communication Solutions for all of his trackwork video work. It is a tough gig being at
the track in the cold every Tuesday and Saturday to capture all of the trackwork action of our horses for
everyone and from all of the feedback received, Rohan’s efforts are greatly appreciated. Not everything
goes to plan and we have had some interesting and funny mornings but in the end Rohan comes through
with the footage and it is greatly appreciated. Well done Rohan and keep the camera rolling!

